Microwave Application Award

Recognizes an individual or team of no more than five individuals for an outstanding application of microwave theory and techniques, which has been reduced to practice nominally 10 years before the award.

Ming Yu

Chinese University of Hong Kong, China

for original and innovative research in wireless local positioning systems and for fostering the translating of these innovations into successful business in industrial automation and logistics

Prof Ming Yu was COM DEV’s Chief Scientist and Director of R&D and a 24-year Canadian industry veteran. He joined The Chinese University of Hong Kong as a tenured full professor in Oct 2017. He also served as IEEE Distinguished Microwave Lecturer, MTT Filter Committee Chair (MTT-8), Chair of TPC-11 and an Associate Editor of IEEE Transactions on MTT. He is a Fellow of Canadian Academy of Engineering and IEEE Fellow. He has over 150 publications and 30 patents. His Ph.D is from University of Victoria, BC, Canada. He is an adjunct professor at University of Waterloo.